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Behavioral experiments with infants, adults, and nonhuman animals converge with
neurophysiological findings to suggest that there is a discontinuity in auditory processing of
stimulus components differing in onset time by about 20 ms. This discontinuity has been implicated
as a basis for boundaries between speech categories distinguished by voice onset time~VOT!. Here,
it is investigated how this discontinuity interacts with the learning of novel perceptual categories.
Adult listeners were trained to categorize nonspeech stimuli that mimicked certain temporal
properties of VOT stimuli. One group of listeners learned categories with a boundary coincident
with the perceptual discontinuity. Another group learned categories defined such that the perceptual
discontinuity fell within a category. Listeners in the latter group required significantly more
experience to reach criterion categorization performance. Evidence of interactions between the
perceptual discontinuity and the learned categories extended to generalization tests as well. It has
been hypothesized that languages make use of perceptual discontinuities to promote distinctiveness
among sounds within a language inventory. The present data suggest that discontinuities interact
with category learning. As such, ‘‘learnability’’ may play a predictive role in selection of language
sound inventories. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1778838#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.Pc, 43.66.Ba@PFA# Pages: 1763–1773
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considering the large set of physically realizable sou
of the human vocal tract, the regularity in phonetic inven
ries of surveyed languages is remarkable~Maddieson, 1984!.
There have been a number of hypotheses about factors
shape preferred sound inventories. A common theme run
throughout these proposals is that sounds are favored if
are easy to produce and/or easy to distinguish auditorily fr
other sounds~Diehl et al., 2003; Liljencrants and Lindblom
1972; Stevens, 1972, 1989!. For example, according to th
quantal theory~Stevens, 1972, 1989!, there are regions alon
certain phonetic dimensions where articulatory changes h
large acoustic consequences and other regions where co
rable articulatory variation results in much more mod
acoustic change. These alternating regions of acoustic in
bility and stability are assumed to create conditions fo
kind of optimization of sound inventories. If sound categ
ries are located in the stable regions, they require less ar
latory precision and are thus easier to produce reliably t
sound categories in unstable regions. These stable sound

a!Preliminary reports of this work were presented at the 145th Meeting of
Acoustical Society of America, June 2003 and at the 10th Annual Co
tive Neuroscience Society Meeting, March 2003.

b!Electronic mail: lholt@andrew.cmu.edu
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egories will also tend to be auditorily distinctive becau
they are separated by regions of acoustic instability.

Of course, communicative benefits arise not from aco
tic distinctiveness among sounds but from distinctiven
within the human auditory system. Mathematical simulatio
that incorporate distance metrics based on realistic audi
representations have been able to predict some of the r
larities witnessed in phonetic inventories~Diehl et al., 2003;
Lindblom, 1986!. Auditory representations differ from
acoustic representations because the auditory perce
space may be ‘‘warped’’ in such a way that equal acous
distinctions need not produce equivalent perceptual chan
Languages may capitalize on regions of perceptual sp
where sensitivity is enhanced, adopting sounds for wh
moderate changes in articulatory or acoustic characteris
result in disproportionately large perceptual consequen
For example, there are some regions of acoustic space w
sharp peaks in discrimination functions are observed. Th
‘‘auditory discontinuities’’@natural boundaries in perceptu
space across which discrimination is enhanced~Kuhl and
Miller, 1975!#1 would be good candidates for placement
boundaries between phonetic categories because tokens
each category would have enhanced distinctiveness
minimal acoustic change. Enhanced distinctiveness in t
provides more robust communication. Stevens~1989! ex-
tended the quantal theory to the relation between acou
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signals and auditory responses. Certain nonlinearities in
auditory system were assumed to give rise to regions a
acoustic dimensions that are auditorily stable and other
gions along those same dimensions that are auditorily
stable. Again, it was hypothesized that sound categories
to be located in the stable regions. An intervening unsta
region would then correspond to a kind of auditory disco
tinuity or natural boundary that enhances the distinctiven
of sound categories.

In addition to enhanced distinctiveness, there is ano
benefit that may be conferred by utilizing auditory discon
nuities as phonetic boundaries. A discontinuity may prov
a parsing of the auditory space and delineate an initial ‘‘na
ral’’ boundary between phonetic categories~Kuhl, 1993!. For
a novice language-learner, these boundaries could facil
the imposing task of forming phonetic categories from
considerable acoustic variance in speech. Phonetic sys
that include boundaries coincident with auditory discontin
ties may thus be morelearnable. If this is the case, learnabil
ity may be a characteristic of communication systems t
exerts selective pressure on the development of langu
~Deacon, 1997; Lotto, 2000!. That is, attributes of languag
systems that promote learning may tend to be favored. T
includes aspects of phonetic categories. Evidence from s
ies of categorization in other domains suggests that some
of stimuli are more readily categorized than others~Alfonso-
Reeseet al., 2002; Ashbyet al., 1999!. Many factors may
contribute to the relative ease of categorization includ
stimulus dimensionality, covariance among stimulus dim
sions, nonlinearity in category boundaries, and overlap
input distribution variability.

We propose here that the placement of category bou
aries at preexisting auditory discontinuities may facilita
phonetic category formation and that this increase in lea
ability may be one of the sources of regularities observed
phonetic inventories. A particular example is the regularity
voicing category distributions seen across languages and
relation of this regularity to a well-documented no
monotonicity in temporal processing.

A. Auditory discontinuities in temporal processing

Although a host of cues differentiate voiced from voic
less consonants~Lisker, 1986!, the temporal interval betwee
oral release and onset of voicing~voice onset time, VOT! is
especially predictive of the contrast. Across languag
speakers tend to produce three kinds of voicing:lead conso-
nants for which voicing precedes the release of the conso
occlusion~thus having a negative VOT value!, short lagcon-
sonants for which voicing closely follows the oral relea
~with VOT values around 0–20 ms!, andlong lagconsonants
for which voicing lags well behind the consonant relea
~with large positive VOT values!. Frequency distributions o
VOT productions aggregated across languages reflect t
modes, with modes centered at2100, 110, and175 ms
VOT ~Cho and Ladefoged, 1999; Keating, 1984; Lisker a
Abramson, 1964!.2 These characteristic distributions a
cross-linguistically regular not just in their modes, but also
more precise statistical patterning. For example, distributi
of VOT productions typically have a gap in the region co
1764 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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responding to small negative VOT values. These values
pear very rarely in speech production cross-linguistica
Keating~1984! suggests that this gap may be a general ch
acteristic of languages regardless of the number of voic
categories. The extent, or range, of the distributions app
to be fairly regular across languages as well. Perhaps pa
as a consequence of the absence of VOT productions in
small negative VOT range, short-lag distributions tend
have quite constrained variability across VOT, with valu
clustered from about 0 to 20 ms VOT~Keating, 1984!.
Therefore, cross-linguistically, boundaries between the vo
ing distributions generally occur at roughly220 and120 ms
VOT.

Most languages make use of only two of the three d
tributions. English, for example, distinguishes short-lag fro
long-lag consonants, whereas Spanish contrasts lead
short-lag voicing. Of note, no language reported by Lisk
and Abramson~1964! contrasts lead with long-lag voicing
This is of interest because theories predicting sound inv
tories from acoustic factors might expect to observe two-w
voicing contrasts positioned at opposite ends of the V
continuum, thus enhancing the acoustic distinctiveness of
contrast. However, each of the 51 languages surveyed
Keatinget al. ~1983! employed some type of short-lag sto
consonant. Thus, rather than dispersing voicing producti
acoustically, languages tend to contrast lead or long-lag v
ing with the more intermediate~and less acoustically dis
tinct! short-lag distribution.

Provocative early findings in infant speech percept
indicated that mechanisms responsible for patterns of voic
perception are functional at a very early age~Eimaset al.,
1971; Trehub and Rabinovich, 1972!. Moreover, experience
appears to play a relatively minor role in shaping voici
discrimination early in development~Lasky et al., 1975;
Streeter, 1976!. Laskyet al. ~1975!, for example, found that
infants from a Spanish-speaking environment discrimin
differences in VOT if stimuli straddle either the Spani
~lead versus short-lag! or the English~short-lag versus long-
lag! VOT boundary but show little evidence of discrimina
tion otherwise. This pattern contrasts with Spanish adu
who exhibit a single peak in discriminability across VOT
the lead versus short lag boundary~Abramson and Lisker,
1972; Elman et al., 1977; Williams, 1977!. Aslin et al.,
~1981! have found comparable patterns of discriminabil
for infants from English-speaking homes. Moreove
Kikuyu-reared infants exhibit a similar discrimination pa
tern along a labial VOT continuum despite the fact th
Kikuyu adults do not contrast voicing for labial articulation
~Streeter, 1976!. Thus, infants may exhibit regions of bette
than-chance discriminability along a VOT dimension that a
not characteristic of native adult perceivers. Moreover,
regions of best discrimination are relatively consistent acr
groups of infants and align fairly well with the boundaries
220 and120 ms VOT that partition the trio of distribution
observed in VOT productions across languages.

Research with nonhuman animals has suggested
general characteristics of mammalian auditory process
may be responsible for these patterns of discriminati
Chinchillas and macaque monkeys without significant ex
Holt et al.: Auditory discontinuities interact with categorization
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rience with speech discriminate the VOT dimension mu
like human listeners~Kuhl and Miller, 1975; 1978; Kuhl and
Padden, 1982!. Kuhl and Miller interpreted these results a
indicative of a general psychoacoustic discontinuity in VO
perception. Pisoni~1977! examined the generality of thi
proposal with human adult listeners by constructing a n
speech dimension modeling a temporal characteristic of V
~see also Milleret al., 1976!. The nonspeech stimuli con
sisted of coterminous tones of 500 and 1500 Hz. Along
tone-onset-time~TOT! dimension, tones varied in their rela
tive onset times such that the lower-frequency tone prece
the higher-frequency tone in onset, the two tones were sim
taneous, or the lower-frequency tone lagged the high
frequency tone. A schematic of three such stimuli is p
sented in Fig. 1. In a series of experiments, Pisoni~1977!
found two regions of relatively more accurate TOT discrim
nation. Listeners were excellent at discriminating stim
straddling approximately220 and120 ms TOT, but were
poorer at discriminating stimuli spanning the same acou
distance in other regions along the TOT dimension. Inter
ingly, the two regions of enhanced nonspeech TOT discri
nation align quite closely with the220 and120 ms bound-
aries that partition the three distributions of VOT productio
that are observed across languages~Lisker and Abramson,
1964!. Figure 2 illustrates this discrimination pattern.3 Simi-
lar patterns of TOT discrimination performance are obtain
for 10-week-old infants~Jusczyket al., 1980!. Electrophysi-
ological studies have revealed several neurophysiolog
correlates of discrimination peaks for VOT and TOT stim
~e.g., Simos and Molfese, 1997; Simoset al., 1998; Sinex
et al., 1991; Steinschneideret al., 1999!.

Overall, data from adult and infant perception of spee
and nonspeech, neurophysiological measures, and anima
havioral experiments indicate that the acoustic VOT a
TOT dimensions are not identical to their auditory repres
tations. Rather, there is a discontinuity such that stimu
pairs differentiated by equal acoustic change do not ne
sarily produce equivalent perceptual change; despite
equivalence of acoustic differences, discriminability may
enhanced for one pair relative to the other. The cro
linguistic regularities in voicing distributions suggest th
many languages may exploit this discontinuity by drawi
voicing categories from either side of the region of enhan
sensitivity. One benefit of this would be greater percept

FIG. 1. Schematic spectrograms of TOT stimuli modeled after those
Pisoni~1977!. Two tones~500 and 1500 Hz! vary in relative onset to create
series of stimuli varying from260 to 1120 ms TOT. Three representativ
stimuli are shown.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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distinctiveness of tokens with small changes in acous
~Kuhl and Miller, 1975; Pisoni, 1977!. A second possible
benefit would be that the discontinuities provide an init
parsing of the VOT space that can facilitate learning voic
categories that are consistent with these natural bounda
That is, in addition to preferring sound categories that
‘‘easy to say’’ and ‘‘easy to hear,’’ languages may favor ca
egories that are ‘‘easy to learn.’’

The present experiments were designed to test the
pothesis that operating characteristics of the auditory sys
constrain the learnability of sound categories. Specifica
they test the prediction that categories defined by onset a
chrony are easier to learn if they are consistent with
auditory discontinuity shown to occur at onset asynchron
near 20 ms. In these experiments, the categories are mad
of TOT stimuli similar to those described by Pisoni~1977!.
The use of nonspeech stimuli provides control over stimu
attributes and participants’ history of experience with t
novel nonspeech TOT stimuli. As with the original work o
Pisoni~1977!, the results of nonspeech experiments can il
minate some of the general perceptual and cognitive p
cesses that are involved in online speech perception and
may bias the development of linguistic systems.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

Participants in experiment 1 were trained with expli
feedback to assign TOT stimuli to two categories. One gro
of listeners learned two categories for which the bound
~as indicated by feedback and the tails of the distributio!
was consistent with the reported peak in discriminability
approximately120 ms. Another group of listeners learne
two categories for which the boundary was inconsistent w
the peak in discriminability. For this group of listeners, t
peak in discrimination at120 ms occurred within a category

f

FIG. 2. Discrimination performance of participants in a pilot discriminati
test illustrate the auditory discontinuity at approximately220 ms and120
ms. Although each stimulus pair spans an equal acoustic distance, disc
nation is relatively more accurate when stimulus pairs straddle appr
mately220 or 120 ms, as indicated by the arrows.
1765Holt et al.: Auditory discontinuities interact with categorization
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If learnability is enhanced by aligning category boundar
with perceptual discontinuities, then participants in the c
sistent condition should learn categories more quickly; t
is, they should be faster to reach a criterion level of cate
rization performance. If learning does not interact with ch
acteristics of the auditory space, then there should be
difference in the time to learn categories in the two con
tions.

A. Methods

1. Participants

Twenty-eight listeners participated. One-half of the p
ticipants were randomly assigned to the consistent learn
condition; the others were assigned to the inconsistent le
ing condition. All participants reported normal hearin
learned English as a first language, and were Carnegie M
lon University undergraduates or staff. Each participant w
paid $15.

2. Stimuli

The stimuli were modeled after those of Pisoni~1977!
and were synthesized using Matlab®~Mathworks, Inc.!. A
TOT dimension was constructed by creating two-tone stim
with 500- and 1500-Hz tone components. The 1500-Hz t
had a constant duration of 230 ms and was approximatel
dB lower in amplitude than the 500-Hz tone. Duration of t
500-Hz tone was varied to produce TOT differences. T
only deviation from Pisoni’s stimulus construction metho
was the addition of 5-ms linear amplitude ramps at onset
offset. Stimuli were labeled with negative TOT values wh
the lower-frequency tone preceded the higher-frequency
and with positive TOT values when the lower-frequency to
lagged the higher-frequency tone. A TOT value of zero in
cated simultaneous onset. The full TOT series consiste
37 stimuli varying from260 to 1120 ms TOT in 5-ms
steps.4 Figure 1 illustrates representative pseud
spectrograms for250, 0, and150 ms TOT.

Acoustic presentation was controlled by TDT System
hardware~Tucker-Davis Technologies!. Stimuli were con-
verted from digital to analog, low-pass filtered at 4.8 kH
amplified and presented binaurally over linear headpho
~Beyer DT-100! at approximately 70 dB SPL~A!.

3. Procedure

Participants first received categorization training w
feedback to reach a criterion level of performance. Follow
training, listeners completed an ABX discrimination tas
Next, they received a short categorization refresher. Fina
they again categorized stimuli in a generalization test ac
the entire TOT series without feedback. Each segment of
experiment was completed while the listener sat comforta
in a sound-attenuating booth wearing headphones and h
ing an electronic response box. Instructions preceded e
segment on an LCD display mounted at eye level in front
the participant. Participants were allowed to take sh
breaks between segments and the entire session lasted
than 2 h.
1766 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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a. Training. During training, listeners heard a sing
stimulus over headphones, made a two-alternative for
choice categorization response, and received feedback v
light above the correct response-box button. There were
labels on the response buttons.

Listeners in the consistent condition~for which auditory
discontinuity, input distribution boundary, and boundary
feedback assignment were the same! heard stimuli drawn
from the distributions illustrated as white bars in Fig. 3~a!.
The height of the bar illustrates the relative frequency
stimulus presentation for a particular TOT value. The arro
indicate peaks in discrimination observed at220 and120
ms TOT ~see Fig. 2 pilot-test data!. For the consistent con
dition, stimuli were sampled from two distributions sep
rated along the TOT dimension at approximately120 ms.
Stimuli with TOT values less than120 ms were assigned t
one category and stimuli with TOT greater than120 ms
were assigned to the other category.

The input distributions of the inconsistent condition~for
which auditory discontinuity differed from the input distribu
tion boundary and the boundary of feedback assignment! are
shown as dark bars in Fig. 3~a!. The input distributions were
separated along the TOT dimension at approximately140
ms, a region of the TOT space that has no known nonline
ties in discriminability. The psychoacoustic discontinuity
120 ms fell at the mode of one of the inconsistent condit
distributions.

For each block of trials, listeners heard 46 stimuli th
fully sampled the two input distributions. Listeners were i
structed that some of the sounds corresponded to the
button whereas others corresponded to the right button.
lowing each response, the light above the correct button
illuminated as feedback. The mapping between distribut

FIG. 3. Stimulus input distributions illustrate the relative frequency
stimulus presentation during training as a function of TOT.~a! Shows stimu-
lus distributions of experiment 1.~b! Shows stimulus distributions for ex
periment 2. White bars correspond to consistent condition stimuli for wh
distributions and feedback assignment are coincident with the auditory
continuity. Black bars show inconsistent condition stimuli where the au
tory discontinuity is positioned within a distribution and feedback assi
ment is inconsistent with the auditory discontinuity.
Holt et al.: Auditory discontinuities interact with categorization
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and response button was counterbalanced across particip
Listeners were encouraged to maximize performance
were told that the length of the experimental session wa
function of performance.

After each block of training, listeners’ percent corre
identification across the 46 categorization trials was ca
lated. Listeners completed training blocks until reaching
criterion of 90% correct performance~42 of 46 trials correct!
or a maximum of 20 blocks~920 trials overall!. Categoriza-
tion of stimuli within a block took less than 5 min to com
plete.

b. Discrimination. After reaching criterion performanc
on the training segment or reaching the 20-block maximu
listeners completed an ABX discrimination task. On ea
trial, a stimulus pair~A and B! separated by five steps~25
ms! along the TOT dimension spanning225 to185 ms was
presented with a 750-ms interstimulus silent interval. Af
another 750 ms of silence, a third stimulus~X, identical to
either A or to B! was presented. Participants indicat
whether the third stimulus was identical to either the first
to the second stimulus by pressing a button on an electr
response box. In all, participants discriminated 23 pairs
stimuli that occurred in four counterbalanced permutatio
per pair~ABA, ABB, BAA, BAB ! for a total of 92 discrimi-
nation trials. Participants discriminated this full block of tr
als two times~making 184 overall discriminations!. Col-
lapsed across counterbalanced stimulus orderings,
subject made eight discrimination responses for each p
Participants received feedback on each trial. Pisoni~1977;
Pisoniet al., 1982! has argued that providing feedback in t
discrimination test is critical because it forces participants
focus on the intended stimulus dimensions and to main
the same focus from trial to trial.

c. Categorization refresher. To refamiliarize category
mappings after the discrimination task, listeners heard
additional blocks, each fully sampling the input distribution
The procedure was identical to that of training. Listen
responded with a categorization response and received f
back on each trial.

d. Generalization test. Finally, listeners completed
generalization test of categorization. This task provided a
of categorization across the entire TOT range includ
stimuli not experienced during training. From these da
identification boundaries estimated using probit analysis
generalization of the learning were assessed. Stimuli span
260 to 1120 ms TOT. Each stimulus was equally probab
and was presented three times. Listeners were instructe
categorize the stimuli as in previous segments of the exp
ment. There was no feedback.

B. Results

1. Training

The primary hypothesis of experiment 1 was that
auditory discontinuity at approximately120 ms TOT would
interact with category learning. Specifically, it was predict
that category learning should be facilitated in the consis
condition, for which the category boundary coincided w
the auditory discontinuity. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the d
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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support this prediction. Listeners in the inconsistent con
tion required significantly more blocks of categorizatio
training ~M58.21! to learn the TOT categories to a criterio
level than did consistent-condition listeners~M53.36!,
t(13)52.28,p,0.02.

2. Generalization

Listeners labeled TOT stimuli varying from260 to
1120 ms TOT in the generalization segment of the exp
ment, thus responding to stimuli present in categorizat
training and to novel stimuli. These categorization resu
~presented as a function of an arbitrary category ‘‘A’’ ind
cating the input distribution with the lowest mean val
along the TOT dimension! are shown with input distributions
from training in Fig. 5. A 2337 ~condition3 TOT stimulus!
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of condition
F(1,36)518.77, p,0.001. Inconsistent condition partic
pants categorized more of the TOT series stimuli as mem
of the ‘‘A’’ category than consistent condition listener
There was also a significant main effect of TOT Stimulu
F(1,36)581.57, p,0.001, indicating that categorizatio
varied as a function of the TOT stimulus series as would
expected if listeners learned to accurately categorize
stimuli. There was also a significant condition3 TOT stimu-
lus interaction,F(1,36)52.28,p,0.001, indicating that the
identification functions differed in their shape across con
tions. This pattern most likely arises from consistent con
tion listeners’ categorization of TOT stimuli on the far neg
tive end of the stimulus series~see Fig. 5!. Consistent
condition listeners imperfectly generalized to stimuli at th
end of the series, instead rather consistently mimicking
frequency distribution of the trained categories in their ge
eralization responses. Identification boundaries, as estim
from probit boundary analyses computed for individual su
jects, support these analyses. There was a significant bo
ary shift across conditions,t(13)55.42,p,0.001~33.17 ms
TOT for consistent listeners versus 51.62 ms TOT for inco
sistent listeners!. There was no significant difference in th

FIG. 4. Mean number of blocks required to reach criterion categoriza
performance during training for consistent and inconsistent condition lis
ers in experiment 1. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
1767Holt et al.: Auditory discontinuities interact with categorization
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probit slopes,t(13)50.63, p50.54; the steepness of th
identification functions was statistically equivalent acro
conditions.

3. Discrimination

Listeners also discriminated TOT stimuli in an AB
task. Whereas categorization and generalization anal
demonstrated significant effects across groups, there
little evidence that patterns of discrimination shifted w
categorization training. A 2323 ~condition3 discrimination
pair! ANOVA revealed that consistent group listeners we
somewhat better at all discriminations although not sign
cantly so,F(1,22)53.22, p,0.09. Even this slight trend is
surprising, considering that consistent condition listeners
significantly less experience listening to the stimuli beca
they were faster to reach criterion categorization perf
mance. Pairs were not equally discriminable,F(1,22)
54.80,p,0.0001, but the patterns did not relate cleanly
categorization experience. There was no condit
3 discrimination pair interaction,F(1,22)51.28, n.s. Over-
all, discrimination does not appear to be a reliable index
listeners’ categorization competence in the present parad

4. Summary

The main prediction of the learnability hypothesis w
supported by the results of experiment 1. Participants trai
with a category boundary that was consistent with the au
tory discontinuity learned to categorize the sounds fa
than participants in the inconsistent condition. The data a

FIG. 5. Categorization responses~presented on the right-mosty-axis as a
function of an arbitrary category ‘‘A’’ indicating the input distribution wit
the lowest mean value along the TOT dimension! to stimuli presented in the
generalization task are shown for consistent and inconsistent condition
teners in experiment 1. The histogram bars denote the position of the
egories learned during training along the TOT dimension as a function o
relative frequency of stimulus presentation plotted on the left-mosty-axis.
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make it clear that the presence of a single discontinuity d
not determine possible learnable categories. Participant
the inconsistent conditiondid learn the categories on whic
they were trained. The generalization test shows a shif
identification boundaries and no obvious change in the id
tification function related to the discontinuity region. Thu
characteristics of general auditory representations appea
affect the ease with which categories are learned, but
general learning system is capable of overcoming the in
parsing of the perceptual space.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

In experiment 1, the two conditions differed in the ran
of TOT values that were categorized as well as the con
tency of the category boundary with the auditory discontin
ity. Although the overall range of TOT was equivalent acro
conditions, the inconsistent distributions included more la
TOT values than did consistent distributions. It is possi
that the perceptual space spanned by the acoustic
stimuli is compressively nonlinear~Fechner, 1860!, render-
ing perceived stimulus differences of the inconsistent con
tion less salient and thereby increasing the difficulty of t
inconsistent categorization task. This, too, would be an in
action of general operating characteristics of the audit
system with categorization, but not the sort under investi
tion in experiment 1.

Experiment 2 controls for this possibility. For this ex
periment, the two input distributions of the experiment
inconsistent condition were modified such that the input d
tribution with a mode at165 ms TOT@see Fig. 3~a!# was
reflected about120 ms TOT to create a new input distribu
tion with negative TOT values. The other three input dist
butions of experiment 1 remained unchanged, as show
Fig. 3~b!. Note that, in experiment 2, both of th
inconsistent-condition input distributions spanned a region
auditory space defined by high discriminability. The peak
discriminability at approximately120 ms fell within one
input distribution and the peak in discriminability at abo
220 ms fell within the opposite distribution. As a resu
experiment 2 provides an opportunity to observe whet
categories inconsistent with both of these auditory disco
nuities are even more difficult for listeners to learn.

A. Methods

1. Participants

Participants were recruited from the Carnegie Mell
University undergraduate psychology participant pool. Ea
participant earned a credit toward a psychology research
quirement and $5 for participation. All participants had no
mal hearing and learned English as the first language. F
teen listeners participated in each condition for a total of
participants.

2. Stimuli

The TOT series stimuli were identical to those of expe
ment 1.
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3. Procedure

The procedure was nearly identical to that of experim
1. The only difference between experiments 1 and 2 was
position of one of the inconsistent condition distributio
along the TOT dimension. Figure 3~b! illustrates the input
distributions for experiment 2. Three of the four input dist
butions are the same as those of experiment 1. The T
input distribution from experiment 1 centered on165-ms
TOT was replaced with an inconsistent condition distribut
centered at225-ms TOT, creating a boundary at approx
mately25-ms TOT.

As a consequence of the reflected input distribution,
consistent condition listeners in experiment 2 were requ
to categorize input distributions that crossed both220 and
120 ms discontinuities. As a result, the inconsistent con
tion learning task of experiment 2 may have been even m
difficult than that of experiment 1, for which only one inp
distribution crossed a discontinuity. Stimulus distributio
for the consistent condition were equivalent to those of
periment 1 and thus provide a replication.

Tasks and experimental apparatus for this experim
were identical to those of experiment 1.

B. Results

1. Training

Figure 6 illustrates the mean number of blocks to cri
rion categorization performance across conditions. The
sults of experiment 1 do not appear to be merely a resu
compressive nonlinearity in perception of large TOT valu
Listeners in the inconsistent condition required significan
more blocks of categorization training~M516.86! to learn
the TOT categories to a criterion level than did consiste
condition listeners~M56.57!, t(13)54.71,p,0.0001. Thus,
the results of experiment 1 are replicated in experiment

The consistent condition was identical to that of expe
ment 1. As would be expected, there was no significant

FIG. 6. Mean number of blocks required to reach criterion categoriza
performance during training for consistent and inconsistent condition lis
ers in experiment 2. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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ference in the number of blocks listeners required to re
criterion in the consistent condition across experimen
t(13)51.908, p50.79. However, it took listeners signifi
cantly longer to learn the inconsistent categories of exp
ment 2 than those of experiment 1@16.86 vs 8.21 blocks,
t(13)52.99,p,0.01]. Note that one of the distributions fo
the inconsistent condition was identical in both experime
and the distance between distributions was constant. Des
these similarities, participants in experiment 2 perform
more poorly in the categorization training task.

In fact, listeners in experiment 2 inconsistent conditi
had difficulty reaching 90% accuracy within the arbitrari
set maximum 20 blocks~920 trials! of training. In experi-
ment 1, categorization performance in the last block of tra
ing was equivalent across conditions,t~13!51.84, p50.09,
suggesting that listeners ultimately learned their respec
categories equally well. However, in experiment 2, cons
tent condition listeners were significantly more accurate
the last block of training than were inconsistent conditi
listeners,t(13)53.866, p50.002. This is primarily due to
the high proportion of inconsistent condition listenersN
510, 71%! that did not reach 90% criterion within 20 train
ing blocks. Categorization accuracy in the last block w
only 72.05% for this subset of inconsistent condition liste
ers. Nevertheless, the task of inconsistent listeners was
impossible. One listener achieved criterion categorizat
performance in a single block of trials.5

It should also be noted, however, that there was a dif
ence in the listener samples between experiments 1 an
such that across conditions, listeners in experiment 2 w
slower~M511.71 blocks! to reach criterion than experimen
1 listeners~M55.78 blocks!, t(27)53.44,p50.002, and the
performance of experiment 1 Inconsistent condition listen
was not statistically distinguishable from the consistent c
dition listeners of experiment 2,t(13)50.583,p50.57. This
latter piece of evidence should be considered in light of
fact that the arbitrarily 20-block maximum for the trainin
session differentially affected inconsistent condition liste
ers, creating the possibility of a ceiling effect for the inco
sistent condition and artificially reducing the hypothesiz
effect between the inconsistent and consistent conditio
Thus, interpretation of between-experiment comparis
should be interpreted with some caution. Nevertheless, w
ever the source of listener differences between the exp
ments, each group’s performance supports the primary
pothesis that the operating characteristics of the audi
system interact with learning to make inconsistent condit
categories more difficult to learn than consistent condit
categories.

2. Generalization

In the generalization segment of the experiment, list
ers labeled stimuli varying from260 to1120 ms TOT with
no feedback. Average categorization functions~expressed in
terms of an arbitrary category ‘‘A’’! for consistent and incon
sistent condition listeners are shown in Fig. 7. A 2337
~condition3 TOT stimulus! ANOVA of these results re-
vealed a significant main effect of TOT Stimulus,F(1,36)
583.04,p,0.0001, corresponding to the sigmoid shape

n
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the categorization function and indicating quite consist
categorization by listeners. Contrary to the results of exp
ment 1, there was no significant influence of condition up
generalization responses,F(1,36)51.06, p50.3. As indi-
cated in Fig. 7, there was no evidence of a category boun
shift. There was no significant difference in probit boun
aries, t(12)50.272, p50.79 (MCon534.4, MIncon537.2),
and no difference in the slopes of the functions,t(12)
51.84,p50.09.

3. Discrimination

In a 2323 ~condition3 stimulus pair! ANOVA, there
was a main effect of stimulus pair,F(1,22)55.283, p
,0.0001, indicating differences in discrimination accura
as a function of stimulus pair. There was no condition m
effect (F,1) and no condition by stimulus pair interactio
(F,1).

4. Summary

The effect observed in experiment 1 was replicated
experiment 2. As in experiment 1, consistent condition
teners were faster to reach criterion categorization per
mance than listeners in the inconsistent condition. This re
supports the original contention that it is the placement of
category boundary in relation to the auditory discontinu
and not the range over which TOT stimuli are categoriz
that makes the inconsistent distributions more difficult
learn.

It is of potential interest that experiment 2 inconsiste
condition listeners were significantly slower to learn the c
egories than were experiment 1 inconsistent condition lis
ers. This appears to be due to the placement of experime
inconsistent condition distributions on auditory discontin
ties at both220 and120 ms TOT. The difficulty of learning
the categories in the inconsistent condition of experimen
may be responsible for the absence of a category boun
shift relative to the consistent condition in the generalizat
test.

FIG. 7. Categorization responses during generalization task for consi
and inconsistent condition listeners in experiment 2.
1770 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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IV. DISCUSSION

The present findings indicate that auditory categories
not equally learnable. Basic auditory sensitivities inter
with auditory categorization, causing some distributions
sounds to be more easily categorized than others. Spe
cally, categories separated by regions of high discriminabi
are more easily learned than those that span such reg
Nevertheless, despite the advantage that they confer to le
ability, psychoacoustic sensitivities do not necessarily dict
categorization. Listeners in the inconsistent conditions
quired more experience, but did ultimately learn to cate
rize the sounds with high accuracy in experiment 1.

These results may have implications for learning ph
netic categories. TOT stimuli were originally created
mimic the onset asynchrony between lower and higher
quency energy that corresponds to VOT in speech~Pisoni,
1977!. If this analogy holds, then considering the prese
results it may be hypothesized that the placement of phon
category distributions on either side of the discontinu
around 20 ms may confer enhanced learnability of spe
categories distinguished by VOT. If linguistic systems a
selected to be learnable, then phonetic inventories would
expected to include categories separated by the120 and
220 ms VOT boundaries. This pattern is, in fact, wide
attested among the world’s languages~Keating, 1984; Lisker
and Abramson, 1964!. For example, the English labial voic
ing distinction ~/b/ vs /p/! is realized with distributions of
VOT values on either side of the 20-ms boundary. The f
that inconsistent listeners eventually reached criterion per
mance suggests that contrasts that do not follow this pat
are not unachievable, but may be more difficult to learn.

Previous attempts to account for regularities in phone
inventories have focused on the communicative benefits a
ing from ease of production and ease of discrimination~e.g.,
Diehl et al., 2003; Liljencrants and Lindblom, 1972; Lind
blom, 1986; Stevens, 1972!. In the case of VOT, the ‘‘easy to
say’’/‘‘easy to hear’’ approach proposes that aligning c
egory boundaries with auditory discontinuities enhances
criminability of tokens from different categories without im
posing substantial articulatory costs. The learnability acco
proposed here should be seen as augmenting, not repla
such accounts. Phonetic systems should be easy to say,
to hear,and easy to learn. In fact, if assignment of spee
sounds to equivalence classes~e.g., phonetic categories!
serves a communicative function, then the ease with wh
categories can be formed and the accuracy with wh
sounds are assigned to categories may be an essential
on which linguistic systems are selected.

The proposal that auditory discontinuities can provide
initial parsing of the perceptual space for categorization
similar to Kuhl’s description of ‘‘natural auditory bound
aries’’ in her native language magnet theory of phonetic
quisition ~Kuhl, 1991, 1993, 2000!. According to Kuhl
~1993!, the initial discriminative abilities of infants reflec
the presence of these boundaries. As infants are expose
native language distributions of speech sounds, these bo
aries are modified and sometimes deleted by the proces
categorization. The results of the current experiments l
some support to this proposal. The onset asynchrony dis

nt
Holt et al.: Auditory discontinuities interact with categorization
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tinuity provided a natural boundary for the consistent con
tion categories but the negative effects of this discontinu
in the inconsistent condition of experiment 1 were ame
rated by learning. However, we must be cautious in gene
izing from this one example to all phonetic categories. T
voicing contrast is a fairly clear case of alignment betwe
linguistic boundaries and natural auditory boundaries. Th
is also evidence for natural boundaries between some pl
of-articulation contrasts for syllable-initial consonants~Ei-
mas, 1974; Kuhl and Padden, 1983!. However, there is no
empirical evidence that auditory discontinuities are pervas
and underlie all or even most phonetic distinctions~e.g.,
Macmillan, 1987; Rosen and Howell, 1987!. For example,
recent studies have not found strong support for propo
auditory discontinuities in the vowel space~Fahey and Diehl,
1996; Faheyet al., 1996; Hoemeke and Diehl, 1994; Mol
et al., 1998!.

Inasmuch as auditory discontinuities do not dictate
categories that can be learned~recall that inconsistent condi
tion listeners could learn the present categories with m
experience!, it is also important to acknowledge that audito
discontinuities themselves are malleable. Auditory disco
nuities appear not to be immutable boundaries indepen
of other stimulus characteristics, but rather are a function
the spectral and temporal makeup of the stimulus and
surrounding context. For example, the boundary for T
identification shifts with changes in the frequency separa
between the two tones~Parker, 1988!. Similarly, animal stud-
ies of VOT identification demonstrate boundary shifts w
increased frequency separation of F1~at energy onset! and
higher formants~Kluender and Lotto, 1994; Kuhl and Miller
1978!. Recent intracranial electrophysiological recording e
periments in humans and monkeys provide physiolog
evidence that the psychophysical discontinuity typically d
scribed as the ‘‘20-ms boundary’’ is dependent on the sp
tral characteristics of the stimuli~Steinschneideret al.,
2004!. Neurons’ response properties across a VOT se
shift as the F1 frequency of the speech syllables varies. T
although we have spoken of a 20-ms auditory discontinu
it is the case that this boundary, in fact, is dependent upon
spectral characteristics of the acoustic components that
fine the onset asynchrony. As a result, we would expect
relative impact of the placement of categorization train
boundaries to vary with changes in stimulus characterist

This more stimulus-bound way of viewing auditory di
continuities aligns with behavioral evidence of conte
sensitivity of perception along VOT series~e.g., Miller and
Liberman, 1979; Milleret al., 1986; Summerfield, 1981!.
That is, the present data do not argue that auditory disco
nuities determine category boundaries absolutely. Catego
with boundaries violating an auditory discontinuity~as in the
inconsistent conditions! may be learned with more exper
ence and, likewise, category boundaries may be shifted
adjacent context or changes in stimulus characteristics. W
the present data suggest is that learnability of categorie
enhanced when the boundaries of category distributions
aligned with the operating characteristics of auditory p
cessing. When the discontinuities shift because of stimu
characteristics, so, too, should category boundaries. Th
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 3, September 2004
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exactly what is seen for place of articulation and VOT.
Despite converging evidence regarding the 20-ms as

chrony discontinuity, there has been considerable debate
its existence~e.g., Kewley-Portet al., 1988; Pastore, 1988
Pastore and Farrington, 1996!. One reason is that the beha
ioral correlates of the discontinuity are not consistently o
served across measurement procedures and changes in
tra and may sometimes be impacted by differences in
relative degree of experience across participants~Watson and
Kewley-Port, 1988!. However, the present results are dif
cult to reconcile without suggesting that the auditory syst
may differentially process stimuli along the TOT dimensio
A possible experience-bound alternative interpretation of
present findings is that English-speaking listeners’ categ
boundary for voicing in speech influenced their percept
and category learning of nonspeech stimuli along the T
dimension. Consistent with this proposal, recent results h
demonstrated an influence of native-language experie
upon nonspeech perception~Bent et al., 2003!. However, in
experiment 2 inconsistent categories spanned the na
boundaries at both120 ms~close to the native English voic
ing boundary! and 220 ms ~in a region of space not use
contrastively in English voicing!. Native-English listeners
were significantly poorer at learning the categories in t
condition than in the inconsistent condition of experimen
that spanned only the120 ms boundary. Therefore, the po
sibility that native-language-specific categories along
VOT dimension interact with TOT learning does not accou
fully for the present findings.

If learnability is a determinant of the structure of ph
netic systems, then empirical work on general perceptual
egorization is relevant for comprehensive theories of spe
perception. Whereas there is a rich tradition of categoriza
work in vision, there is a dearth of information on the facto
that may facilitate the formation of complex auditory categ
ries. Some of these factors may be low dimensionality of
stimulus space, covariance among stimulus dimensions,
linear category boundaries. With respect to the last fac
Diehl et al. ~2001! report that boundaries for vowel categ
ries in psychoacoustically scaled~e.g., Mel or Bark! formant
space appear to be linear. They point to results from exp
ments in which participants are asked to identify toke
broadly sampled across the formant space~e.g., Molis,
1999!. In these studies, the boundaries that provide the b
discriminative separation of the identification scores were
ten ~although not exclusively! simple linear functions. Many
boundaries were horizontal or vertical lines reflecting u
dimensional distinctions between vowel categories, wher
most other boundaries were horizontal lines that reflec
distinctions based on formant frequency averaging or diff
ence scores. It is intuitively~and computationally! clear that
categories defined by linear boundaries would be easie
learn than categories with complex nonlinear boundar
However, in order to make strong claims about learnabil
the ease of learning nonspeech auditory categories with
ferent boundary configurations must be examined.

Factors affecting phonetic acquisition extend beyond
structure of the categories to the details of the learning e
ronment. Kuhlet al. ~2003! recently demonstrated that in
1771Holt et al.: Auditory discontinuities interact with categorization
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fants exposed to live adult models picked up phonetic inf
mation better than infants exposed to recordings of speak
This result suggests the importance of social interaction
the learning situation, perhaps to direct the attention of
learner to important aspects of the sensory input. In addit
the characteristics of speech directed at children may be
lored to enhance learnability of phonetic categories. Ch
directed speech has led to more efficient learning of phon
categories by a computer model than adult-directed spe
~de Boer and Kuhl, 2003!.

The degree to which these particular factors of inp
distributions and learning situations enhance category for
tion can be tested using methods similar to those of the
rent study. With nonspeech stimuli, the researcher has co
over the training set and the training conditions. Data can
collected from identification, discrimination, and catego
goodness rating tasks to provide a clear picture of how th
factors interact with learning and the structure of the res
ing categories. As exemplified by the experiments descri
here, these results have implications for explaining regul
ties in phonetic systems specifically and linguistic syste
more generally.
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1A better term for this region may be a ‘‘non-monotonicity.’’ The prese
arguments apply not only to regions of perceptual space that result
qualitative change in perception or a step-function in responding, but m
generally to regions of perceptual space warped in relation to phys
acoustic space.

2See Cho and Ladefoged~1999! for language-specific nuances that supp
ment this broad description.

3The data depicted in Fig. 2 were collected in a pilot ABX discriminati
study using the same TOT stimuli as in the categorization studies desc
in this report.

4Pisoni ~1977! investigated a range of TOT spanning250 to 150 ms.
5It is interesting to note that this listener had more than 12 years of mu
training and studied composition as a major in the School of Fine Arts
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